Abstract. We discuss packings of sequences of convex bodies of Euclidean n-space E" in a box and particularly in a cube. Followiag an Auerbach-Banach-MazurUlam problem from the well-known Scottish Book, results of this kind are called potato-sack theorems. We consider on-line packing methods which work under the restriction that during the packing process we are given each succeeding "'potato'" only when the preceding one has been packed. One of our on-line methods enables us to pack into the cube of side d > 1 in E" every sequence of convex bodies of diameters at most 1 whose total volume does not exceed (d-1)(,fd-1) 2~'' ~/n?.
I. Introduction
We denote Euclidean n-space by E". Let (Kr,)= Kl, g2,.., be a sequence of sets in E n. We say that (Kin) can be packed in a set K c E" if there are rigid motions o-m such that all the sets crmKm, where m = 1,2,..., are subsets of K and such that they have pairwise disjoint interiors. The above packing is called translative if only translations are allowed here as rigid motions.
In this paper we consider packing methods which work under the restriction that at the beginning we are given only K1 and that we are given Km only after Km ~ has been packed, m = 2, 3,.... Packing methods under this restriction are called on-line packing methods.
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The potato-sack theorem of Auerbach et al. [1] guarantees that every sequence of convex bodies in E ~ of diameters at most 1, the sum of whose volumes is finite, can be packed in a cube. The proofs of Kosifiski [5] , Moon and Moser [6] , and Groemer [2] estimate the total volume of a sequence that can be packed in a cube of side d. There is a survey paper [3] on this subject.
Our aim is to prove the potato-sack theorem under the on-line restriction and to estimate the total volume of convex bodies which can be packed. Thanks to the following result this task can be simplified to the problem of packing sequences of boxes.
Lemma [4] , [5] . Every convex body in E" of diameter 1 and volume v is a subset of a rectangular parallelotope of volume at most n! v and edge lengths at most 1.
On-Line Packing Methods
Let an orthogonal coordinate system in En be given. Every set of the form {(xl,..., xn); s,-< xi<-t, for i= 1,..., n}, where s~ < t~ for i= 1, ..., n, is called a box. The number t~-s~ is called the ith width, i = 1,..., n, and the nth width of this box is called its height. The set {(xl ..... x,); si<-x~<~ t~ for i= 1,..., n-1 and xn =y~} is called the bottom of this box for y~ = sn and the top for Yn = tn.
Sequences of boxes of all n widths at most 1 and sequences of convex bodies of diameters at most 1 will be packed in a box C = {(xl,. 9 xn); O-<xi-< c~ for i = 1,. We are ready to describe on-line methods of packing sequences of boxes of all n widths at most 1 in a container C= E ". We proceed by induction with respect to n.
(al) The segment-to-segment method in E ~. Let c~ be a sequence of onedimensional boxes of heights at most 1 (i.e., of closed segments of lengths at most 1). The first box of a is packed in C ={x~; O~x~-~ q} such that 0 becomes its left endpoint. Every succeeding box of c~ is packed such that its left endpoint coincides with the right endpoint of the box packed just before; of course, if there is enough space in C. If there is not enough space in C when a new box Z of a is given, we say that the packing is stopped by Z.
(an) The (P2,.-.,P~)-methodin E n, where n>-2. Assume that the method (a, ~) has been described in E" ~. Let c~ be a sequence of boxes in E" of all n widths at most 1 and let C be the (q,..., c, )-container. Every box A can be packed only in a layer L which is proper for it and with its bottom in the bottom of L. This packing is provided according to the (P2 .... , Pn-~)-method in E" applied to the bottom of L as the (n -1)-dimensional container and the bottom of A as an (n-1)-dimensional box. But if n =2, we use here the segment-tosegment method (a~). Every box A of c~ is packed in the last created layer which is proper for A; of course, if such a layer exists and if there is enough space. If in this layer there is not enough space for this, we say that the layer is full. In this case, as well as in the case when no proper layer for A has been created yet, we create a new proper layer L A for A (if this is possible) and we pack A in LA. The bottom of L A must coincide with the top of the last layer in a compartment, or with the bottom of this compartment if no layer has been created in this compartment yet. This layer L A can be created in any compartment where it is possible; the choice of this compartment does not matter. If in every compartment there is not enough space to create a new proper layer when necessary for a succeeding box Z c a, we stop the packing. We say that the packing is stopped byZ.
Remark. When discussing the (p2,. 9 9 P~)-method for the (q,..., cn)-container we always tacitly assume that c~ > l,..., c, > 1, and that P2, 9 9 9 P, are positive integers whose product is smaller than cl. Moreover, when discussing the (P2, 9 9 9 P. )-method in E n, where n -> 1, we mean the segment-to-segment method when n = 1.
The segment-to-segment method in E l and the (1 .... ,1)-method in E", where n -> 2, are called one-compartment methods.
(b.) The related combined method for packing a sequence/3 of convex bodies of diameters at most 1 in a container C c E". We combine the iemma and method (a.). The successive body B of/3 is first packed in a box A according to the lemma and then, if there is enough space in C, the box A is packed in C by method (a.).
Of course, (a.) and (bn) are on-line methods. Observe that (a.) guarantees a translative packing. 
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Pi where w is understood to be cl -1 for n = 1.
Proof. We apply induction with respect to n. For the segment-to-segment method in E l (see the remark) the proposition is obvious. Assume that the proposition holds true in E n-1, where n -> 2, and consider the packing of a by the (p2 .... , P,)-method in the (c~,..., c,)-container C c E% In order to prove the proposition for the above situation it is sufficient to show that if the packing is stopped by a box of a, then the total volume of the preceding boxes of a is greater than w. Assume that the packing is stopped by a box Z of ~. There is a nonnegative integer q such that the height of Z is greater than r q but not greater than r q-I. Observe that for every nonnegative integer k at most one nonfull layer of height r k exists. Moreover, no nonfull layer of height r q exists. Since the packing is stopped by Z, we have
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where h denotes the sum of heights of full layers of C. Thus from 
By our induction hypothesis, every full layer of C contains boxes of a with total (n-1)-dimensional volume of their bottoms greater than = -p, _.
-l+---r 2 / f=2 P~ (where b should be understood as cliP2-1 for n = 2), and thus of total ndimensional volume greater than br times the volume of the layer. Hence the volume of boxes packed in C before stopping the packing process by the box Z is greater than brh. Using (3) and the equality
we see that brh > w, which completes the proof.
[]

Corollary. Every sequence of boxes of E ~ with all n widths at most 1 and the total volume not greater than w can be packed on-line in the (c~,..., c,)-container by the (p2, . 9 P,)-method.
The estimate given in the proposition and in the corollary is the best possible for the (P2, 9 9 9 , p,, )-method applied to the (c~,..., c, )-container C. The reason is that for every e >0 we can construct a sequence of boxes, each with all n widths at most 1, of total volume w+ e, which cannot be packed in C by the (P2,..-, p, )-method. We leave such a construction for the reader as an exercise.
Observe that usually the order of the axes matters for the effectiveness of the (P2, --9 pn)-method; our first axis is special. If before applying the (P2, 9 9 9 P,)-method a permutation 7r re-orders the axes, we call this approach the (P2, ---, Pn )-method under the permutation rr. If for a fixed container C the number w (defined in (2)) is greater for the (P2,..., p,, )-method under a permutation ~ than for the (p~,..., p',)-method under a permutation 7r', then we say that the (P2,---, P.)-method under 7r is more effective for C than the (p~,..., p',)-method under 7r'. Finding a general rule for determining which of the methods is the most effective for the (c~,..., G)-container seems to be a difficult task. Some partial results for the case of the cube as the container are presented in the next section.
From the corollary and the lemma we immediately obtain the following on-line potato-sack theorem.
Theorem. Let c~, . . . , c, be numbers greater than 1 and, if n >-2, let P2, 9 9 9 P, be positive integers whose product is smaller than c~. Every sequence of convex bodies in E ~ with diameters at most 1 and total volume not greater than
can be packed on-line in the (c~,..., cn)-container.
Comparison of the Methods for a Cube as a Container
In this section the cube C"acE " of edge length d>l is considered as the container. We discuss only the case of sequences of boxes, each of all n widths at most 
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Moreover, from (4) and from ,,/-fi < x/p + 1 we see that for every positive integer p there is a number dp such that for every d >dp the (p+ 1,...,p+ 1)-method is more effective than the (p, 
